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Artnotes
Writings about
valuable in

expansive, useful and

art are

many ways

and the

service to both the artist

In

society.

publishing his or her views, the critic/writer

aims

draw people's

to

attention to

what the

saying about our society and

artist is

life.

puts into visible form

artist

ment of post-colonial
its

internationally, to

his or her particular situation.

produced represents an understand-

more, or

less,

deep: more, or

less,

well

human

"Good"

reality.

artists

writers, poets, musicians) are those

realisation there

who

from a society where the

and society

recently formed

viewer to share, through

good news

hope through

work),

us

artists lay out, for

all to see,

interpretation of "where" and 'who"

For

this

reason

are

their

we

are.

and

that the

ZAAC to increase the
many

publica-

of the local

newspapers and magazines as possible

in

order to reach a wider public and stimulate
discussion, argument and. above

encourage more people to look
use of

essential that art in

is

it

many

that they reveal in their

is

Zimbabwe Association of
(ZAAC) is up and running. We

tion of art criticism in as
to or not (and

more

interaction is beneficial to both art

society and the

Art Critics

aesthetic means, in that experience.

all

is

are

express them honestly, with an immediacy

not fully aware of

The Editor

visual arts. Margaret Garlakes's article in

contrast emanates

all,

at

to

and make

understanding our society.

art in

Zimbabwe, made by Zimbabweans, is seen
and understood by the people of Zimbabwe.

There are various categories of membership

"Where/who we

enables people

may be of passing

are'

interest to outsiders but

it

can have a direct

and important impact on us as a community.

including that of "associate

so, to attend

time, the long years of colonialism

and independence, everything
altered and influenced in

ways by many
going back.
but

is

many

There

We

critics too

need

criticising!

intends to have workshops, visiting

speakers and other activities as well as

being

regular discussions. There will be a meeting

different

different factors.

ZAAC

their ability to

meetings and contribute in

The

other ways.

Through

member' which

not written about

and are perhaps unsure of

art,

do

who have

is

no

cannot undo the influences

we can become more aware of their
on our own present. There are social,

at the

Bookcafe

at Fife

Avenue on

Monday of every month
everyone

is

at

the last

5.30 p.m. and

welcome.

effects

would also

like to take this

philosophical, aesthetic, physical, cultural,

I

economic and

thank Galleiy readers

political

dimensions

to every

painting, graphic or sculpture, consciously

or unconsciously rendered by the

Each work of art
emphases and in

us

tells
its

much

I

omissions.

of Gallery

we

there!

look

Those who have not

work by Tapfuma Gutsa, an

artist

who

is

yet answered,

necessary

if

we

are to keep Gallcn- on track as a source of

recent

at

venture to add,

there are a lot of potential art critics out

in its

please do so. Your input
In this issue

sent in their

completed questionnaires. They make very
interesting reading and,

artist.

opportunity to

who have

uses

good

art

w riting

Zimbabweans.

for

materials such as horn, bone, gourd, stone,
metal, coal,

manure and cloth

African evocation of
political realities.

in

a powerful

Zimbabwean

social

and

His images reveal deep

situation

and work away

at the

subconscious

long after you have seen them. In another
article,

Through its visible presentation, art offers
our
Zimbabweans retlections of reality
own or someone else's. Art from other

—

countries gives us a wider perspective and

psychological understandings of our

Arthur Azevedo shares a personal

account of his lifelong involvement with

raises comparisons, either negative or
positive, in possibly

and
art.

art criticisin

ambiguous ways, but

from our own country

directly relevant as

It

is

awakens, both

reminding us of the equally valid need

to

consciously and unconsciously, an aware-

contemplate the beauty and wonder of

life

ness of our

that

is

own

lives

and ways of

living.

beyond purely human concerns,
Art critieisni can record history,

A

discussion concerning the

McEwen

collection of early pieces of stone sculpture

iiolc

changes and developments, unravel and
interpret, but

its

tiue raison d'etre

for this.

how

amongst African

is

powers of the importance of the

Such

Whether they intend

of the smaller

art

the potency of influences as well as

most aware of the multiple complexities and
ambiguities of an experience and who can
that enables the

mu.st be

publicly developed.

as with

(

works

resonance,

interaction of art

expressed: more, or less, evocative;) of a

art

combination of immediacy and profound

political

art

which answers

go and see

is

to

for

If

of the few books on the

drawn from

(

Zimbabwe and

art in

to

we are to live fully in our
own community we need to ab.sorb
understandings of the many diverse realities
of the people we live with. Art, with its
themselves.

found. Murray McCartney's review of one

little

ing

encourage people

presents

present use and abuse both locally and

experiences, thoughts, intuitions and feelings

The

Museum

southern African countries points out again

Attached by an umbilical cord to the

community, the

given to the British

multiple questions, related to the develop-

and, as such, are a

art

is

an extremely effective

medium

/

Tapfuma Gutsa

"Man is born free
but he is everywiiere
in cliains."
Frances Marks reviews the
recent retrospective of work

by one of Zimbabwe's
leading sculptors

"/

am

not a 'Shona sculptor'"

1981. His recent retrospective

at

said

Tapfuma Gutsa

in

the National Gallery, a selection of

works executed between 1989 and 1997. was more than an echo of
these earlier words.

It

was resounding proof of a

challenging contrast to what people have

demand

— from a sculptor bom

come

a Shona.

It is

vital

and

—

to "expect'

if

not

not just his formal

language, materials or use of colour which separates him from the
"norm".

Above

all,

it

symbolism grounded

is

a refreshing lack of anecdote and a

in a

more

critical

view of the present which

distinguish Gutsa.

was Rousseau who stated, "Man is bom free but he is even-where
Though written in reference to the social oppressions of
the nineteenth century, it was this infamous quote which sprang to
mind when I was faced by Gutsa"s work. The 16 pieces on
It

in chains."

exhibition explored the crises of the contemporary

and not only

in relation to

human

condition

an African body and soul but also from a

global viewpoint.

African Genesis (1995) donimated the

floor, 'up-dated'

addition of a cold, grey wheelbarrow with

by the

painted on

its

new dimension to its comments on the savagery
of civil war and its disrespect for human life; the dispassionate but
practical stance of the international 'peace keepers' who clear away
side.

Tapfuma Gutsa, African Genesis, 1995-97, approx. 7 x 7m,
polystyrene, cloth, bark, metal and dung

"UN50"

This added a

the wastes of

human

Immediately

hfe.

behind African Genesis stood

monument

1994), another

(

loss of

human

that year.

life in

in

Hwange
memoi^ of the

the mining disaster of

Using metal casts of coffin parts

and rusted piping, Gutsa constructs a threetiered

A-frame which simultaneously

a sarcophagus and a sacrificial

chains and small pile of coals

recalls

The

altar.

base

at the

suggest not only the slave-like conditions of

work and

the miners"

the

manner of their

death but also their fiery release. However,
the helmet placed

on

the upper tier

effectively symbolizes the return of their

dignity and individuality by recalling the
traditions of state

and military funerals

wherein the dress uniform of the deceased

is

placed atop the coffin prior to burial.

These two sculptures presided over the
exhibition in terms of scale but also, and

more

significantly,

by the negative qualities

of the symbolism Gutsa worked into them.

Walking round the exhibition, the
associations that arose between the works
brought forth thoughts of "all
look forward

me'' This

was

at all

is

have

this I

to

as others have done before

to.

not to say that the exhibition

—

depressing

it

was

disquieting.

Standing alone, Shoko Risina Musoro

{Words Without Meaning) (\997). a slab of
serpentine incised with a large, simplified

hand and marked with

a

broad red cross

is

a

powerful statement of the struggle endured
to exercise the right to

vote.

In situ, this red

became a
marked man.

cross

sign of

a

I

could focus only on
its

suggestion of

continuing bloodshed

and victimisation

in

lands which have

supposedly embraced

democracy.
African Genesis and

k

Hwange were

not the

only works which set the tone of the
exhibition.

On

the left of the entrance stood

an anthropomorphic being, built out of soft
organic ovoids of found and roughly finished
opal stones.

The cur\es of

this featureless,

curious, almost alien being, were of

immense appeal and warmth. However, the
was to reveal another slant

effect of the title
to

its

facelessness.

Reading

its title.

(1989), immediately reinforced

Refugee

its

alien,

outcast quality and, like the shrouded

(above) Tapfuma Gutsa, Hwange, 1994,
221 X 212 X 92cm, polystyrene, cloth, helmets,
metal and coal

forms of the emaciated bodies of
African Genesis, forces the recognition
of the plight of the

Journey

(middle right) Tapfuma Gutsa, Shoko Risina Musoro,
1997, 37 X 28 X 17cm, serpentine and pigment

11

these considerations in

4

victim.

much

the

same manner. The worn, smooth
chair-like shape

(bottom right) Tapfuma Gutsa, Journey II,
1990, 95 X 48 X 52cm, granite and serpentine
(found objects)

unknown

(1990) empathised with

^1i

sw Itched trom a w

the found object
itly

three-

dimensional comment on the passing
of time

— akin

to a step polished

/

down
teet

in the

—

human

middle by the tread of countless

movement of

to a record of the

misery.

ift:

^•r

:>*^^'
*P,~

Intensifying the anonymity of the

was

exhibition's subjects

Names,

Tlie Hiindreil

a vertical slab of granite with

one
hundred circular indentations, in

even rows, bored into
obvious parallel here

monument

to the fallen.

is

The

it.

with a

The lone

blue-

painted hole being symbolic, perhaps, of a

memory

personal

of a particular casualty, the

twisted wood, projecting

downwards from

the centre of the stone, connecting the

inorganic rock with the earth.

Not concerned with "scenes' of external
conflict alone, several of the pieces

show were expressions of some of

from

this

the

internal frustrations of twentieth century

man. The sexual symbolism of Colonisation
(

1997) was obvious but beautifully

calculated.

An ode

kudu honi attached

to fertilisation, a twisting
to a ball of serpentine

pierced a serpentine

"cell', the

puncture in

the "cell wall' painted a vivid shade of cobalt
blue.
the

In

much

the

same manner

works already discussed,

also forced a consideration of

components.

A

as seen in

this sculpture
its

negative

natural, non-threatening act

has been transformed into something more
aggressive; the 'cell wall'

around

is

closing tightly

invader and cutting off any

means

of retreat. This aura which surrounds

(above) Tapfuma Gutsa, The Hundred
Names, 1997, 150 x 90 x 97cm, granite

Colonisation

is

partly determined

and wood

Trap (1997),

its

quasi-partner.

(with detail)

make

(left)

The

its

titles

alone

it

by Viral

almost impossible to

consider these two works as anything other
than an inter-linked metaphor for

AIDS

or

Tapfuma Gutsa, Colonisation,
1997, 116 X 67 X 85cm, serpentine,

pigment and horn

(left)Tapfuma Gutsa, Viral Trap, A997,
109 X 90 X 63cm, granite, serpentine,
horn, metal and calabash

other equally insidious
sexually transmitted
diseases.

What

separates

Gutsa's approach from that of
other artists tackling this subject
is

the lack, or avoidance, of

anecdote and moral. In Viral
Trap, the "victim" of the

musically mechanistic device

Tapfuma Gutsa, Nyika
Mulianza, 188 x 225 x 75cm, granite,
stone, wood, metal and horn
(detail below)

(right)

is

likewise a single spennatozoa.

Or

is

the victim the

machine

itself

and the spennatozoa the agent of
destniction'^ For, with

caught up

its

in the delicate

device, this "instrument"

head and

tail

workings of the
is

ruined, unable to

function nonmally.

^
1 -;.

It is

well

known

that

Gutsa trained

and was consequently exposed
broader range of

art

in

Europe

to a far

and aesthetics than the

majority of his Shona contemporanes here in
'

•

Zimbabwe have

been. Viral Trap

indicative of this, as is Nyilui

is

Mukanza (A

Faraway Place) (1997). Both are
reminiscent of Marcel Duchamp's seminal
painting The Bride Stripped Bare by her

Bachelors. Even (191 5-23) or his The

Chocolate Grinder

(c.

1922), images of

elaborately constructed machines which

cannot function. The fragile inventions of
Paul Klee's Pedagogical Sketchbook (\925)
find a modem-day extension in Nyika
a masterly exercise in rhythm,
Mukanza

—

form and (implied) motion
closer inspection,

is

— which, upon

revealed as a suicidal

mechanism, the workings of which cannot
complete

their

360 degree

expression of internal
to the title

cycle. This

futility

was,

in relation

and the exhibition as a whole,

strongly suggestive of the self-destructive

aspect of Nature.

Photographs by Barbara Murray

///

Winds (1996-97) operates around

levels of

association familiar to almost

all.

The

twisting bone and horn

rise

and out of

which

the serpentine 'body" impart a strong kinetic
quality.

Immediately invoking the frenetic

activity of a dervish, the ranting of the

mad

or the torment and fury of a frustrated soul,
this

work struck me

as a

wry and amusing

icon for the strains and stresses of everyday
life.

The titles of Gutsa's work are vital to
communicating his message, and at this
exhibition were all the more so considering
the paucity of information provided

National Gallery. In this respect

by the

we were

fortunate for his inspired decision to include
relevant working drawings (an unusual but

long-overdue feature for the majority of

working and exhibiting in
Zimbabwe). Immaculately presented,
framed and hung on the three surrounding
artists

walls, these sketches

were important tools

to

understanding some of the formal inspiration

behind Gutsa's carefully reasoned works.
This was particularly true for

Anna 's House

(1996-97) and The Thirteenth Apostle
(

1997).

On

the wall behind

The Thirteenth

Apostle were drawings which explored ideas
of extruding discs. The numerous studies of
succulent-looking plant structures and
vegetal forms went a considerable distance

towards 'explaining' the layout, and the

'Why?' of Anna's House.

The drawings relieved the impression that
the show was a carefully chosen selection of
Gutsa's recent works which explored
negative states of mind, body and soul, and
really pulled the exhibition together as a

retrospective.

What

is

more,

it

was

extremely rewarding and refreshing to be
able to see the artist's mind, as well as his

hand,

at

work.

The McEwen Collection

McEwen. first
Zimbabwe and founder of the
Workshop School, were donated by his widow, Anne McEwen, to
the Museum of Mankind in late 1996. It is the most significant
example of Zimbabwean stone sculpture to be held in a national

The pnvate

collection and personal archives of Frank

director of the National Gallery of

institution's

collection readily acknowledge.

sculpture regarding

contemporary

While

art

raises questions about the

It

status as ethnographic expression or

form.

Museum

the

choice to house

permanent collection outside of Alrica.

its

of

Mankind may

this collection,

it

not appear to be the obvious

has the potential to be an ideal

location due to forthcoming changes in the policy.

McEwen's private collection were exhibited in
show of Thomas Mukarobwa's paintings (which

Several pieces from

Mankind

public as part of a

process of integrating with the British

managed Mayfair Gallery as part of the
Africa "95 sea.son in London. The result of the combined show was
that visitors assumed that the McEwen collection was also for sale.
Thereafter, Anne McEwen made the decision that Frank's collection
should not be used to validate the commercialisation of Zimbabwean
were

for sale) at the privately

artists

and

where

it

that the collection

keeping. However, there
is

should go to a respected

in.stitution

could provide a useful reference point and remain

on display

at the

a lingering irony that while the collection

Museum

of the private galleries

Zimbabwean

is

of Mankind,

it

is

stone sculpture are so

damaging

their site in

scheduled to close

Bloomsbury. This

the British Library to

British

Museum

interests in

to its international

national collection

collection of the British

McEwen

ethnographic. This

is

currently houses the ethnographic

Museum

and. given the nature of the

collection

is

therefore identified as

a label which does not

the material, a fact that the Keepers of the

The

first of

The Museum of

to begin the long

Museum's main

collections at

occasioned by the translocation of

site at St.

Pancras.

The space

left at

the

redeveloped and not only will the entire

now be

located on one

site,

but there are plans to

consolidate the Education Departments of both institutions to create
a

hands-on teaching environment, making collections and archives

such as McEwen's far more accessible to the public than was
previously possible.

The repercussions of re-introducing
the British

Museum

the ethnographic collection into

will be far-reaching.

between the West and

The Museum of Mankind

8

new

is

end of 1997

The

international

preconceptions of the development of culture and the relationship

reputation.

institution, the

its

will be

at the

within a stone's throw

Mayfair whose commercial

in

in safe-

is

sit

convincingly with

Museum's African

the two display cases currently on view at the

readjusted.

No

the rest of the

museum environment

be seen as an advanced, autonomous

development separate from the
America. Africa
development,

Museum

of

world will have to be

longer will European culture as represented in the

arts

in particular will

literally

Mankind

and

of Africa. Asia and Latin

play a central role in the

figuratively.

new

The new African Galleries

(
I
I

Museum

at the

London

of Mankind,

Some specimens from

the quagmire of so-called Shona sculpture
from Zimbabwe have been acquired by the British Museum.
Lisa Muncke considers the implications
will be located in

the British

two subterranean

Museum which

halls

under the Central Court

will display not only objects

from

in

the British

art

from Afnca. This

Museum which

contemporary non-western
location in

which

is

to display the

It

for

him

a

method of possessing

an exciting new direction for

has not previously been associated with
art.

became

was so passionate about.

permanent collection of ethnographic materials, but also
contemporary

influence. Collecting then

permanently the cultural and physical expressions of the people he

the

will also

mean

a

more appropriate

pnvate collection of Frank

McEwen,

Given the

intensity of influence

he worked with,

it

is

which

McEwen held over the
many

not surprising that there are

the subject matter of the sculptures in the collection. This could be

along with other contemporary work currently belonging to the

considered by some to be a collecting /aw-vpai, after

Museum

collecting ideal

artist,

A

of Mankind, such as welded-metal sculpture by Nigerian

Sokari Douglas-Camp.

collection

is

subject,

usually defined as a group of objects

which have been

carefully assimilated, systematically organised and classified.
Private collections

infiltrating the characteristics

that individual's

she pursues

sculptures

of the individual concerned, through

approach to the objects he/she owns and those he/

McEwcn's
is

the

work he owned.

man

It is,

rather, a collection

artists.
artist

interest

was not

He

in collecting

and material

McEwen's

kept the work which he

The second

of the

felt

the

true

inanimate stone objects, but living

nurtured and encouraged and developed these

most reflected

their progress

all,

the

have only one representative of a certain

be the best example available. Instead,

McEwen's

fascination with the various mythologies and

his insistence that the sculptors

draw

creatively

from

their

and

own

is also widely known. What is
how McEwen has developed a mythology and
own. Everyone who has been in contact with him has

mythological belief systems

a tale to

add

account

when

is

to the anthology.

This

is

another factor to take into

considering the legacy of the

man

as seen through his

collection.

in

which encapsulates

himself, his passions, prejudices and desires.

artists.

There are

to

folklores of non-western ethnic groups has been well recorded,

folklore of his

not a representative sample

gaps and omissions and repetitions of theme,

that to

interesting to note

collcction of

of the best work by the best

and for

would be

McEwen has many very similar pieces. For example, in the display
at the Museum of Mankind, five of fourteen pieces displayed depict
baboons.

go one step further and can provide a means of

artists

repetitions in

artists,

collection in

its

entirety consists of

sculpture, mostly in stone, but including a

48 pieces of

few small pottery pieces.

Curtently 14 pieces are on show, ranging in scale from very small to

and

under his

two display cases currently on view

The McEwen

at the

medium

with no large sculpture displayed due to restricted space.

Despite this limited selection, there are a number of interesting

Museum

of

Mankind

group, which

to their ethnic

ethnographers.

It is

otten the traditional approach of

is

erroneous to define Zimbabwean

totally

sculpture as the cultural expression of a single ethnic group

McEwen

spurious "Shona sculpture' label, a legacy of the

—

the

days, has

proved impossible to eradicate. While these problems and omissions
can be explained as a result of the

common

lack of time and resources, hopefully, a

achieved when the collection moves to

Museum, where

exhibition dilemmas of
more effective result will be
the new site at the British

will be possible to hold a large-scale exhibition of

it

the entire collection

w ith more comprehensively researched

information.

In

many ways

most significant collection of

the

McEwen

which

art

accumulated was not the few sculptures he kept for himself but the
pieces he collected for the National Ciallery of

was

The

Director.

by

large established
the gallery.

Zimbabw e while he
was by and

collection of the National Gallery

McEwen

with the aid of significant patrons of

an interesting exercise to brietly compare his

It is

collecting methods.

He had

mind when collecting for
would be seen by
artists he worked with. His

set criteria in

the gallery, carefully considering thai these objects

members of the

public, and also by the

views on African

art

and what

it

should consist of and his ideas about

the ^ort of art that should be available to the general public at that

time are quite apparent no! only

Sylvester Mubayi, Skeletal Baboon
31 X 9 X 15.5cm, green serpentine

(date unknown),

Spirit,

in the

permanent collection, but

selection of physical objects

in the

al.so in his

annotations in the

acquisition records. For example, he collected objects from

West

and Central Africa on the basis of their "cubist" appearance, and the

Some

inclusions and a variety of sculptors represented.

of the

supposed "magical" traditions they were connected

names are familiar, such as Henry Munyarad/i and Nicholas
Mukomberanwa, while others have now faded into obscurity. No

artists'

single displayed sculpture

is

outstanding in

work being

significance of the

in its

its

own

right, the

coherence as a group.

sculpture in his

own

Primitivism and African "myths" and "magic".
Gallery permanent collection catalogue

Many

of

also a u.seful comparative tool
history.

a small milk jug carved in soft grey seipentine

by Joram Mariga. The caption

McEwen, "an

states that

Mariga made the piece

English milk jug for an English

man who

for

loved his

tea". Early functional pieces are often glossed over in publications

on Zimbabwean stone sculpture so

this is

an important inclusion

in

the display.

history

There are plans

is

Hudson, Assistant

who was

Head Keeper of the African

to the

collection,

responsible for setting up the display, had to contend with

various features of the bequest. .Anne
collection be placed

McEwen

the

it

A

was

final,

Zimbabwean

should be noted that

this display is

members of the

its

who

McEwen and Zimbabwean

m

departure

While

undoubtedly true

it is

Zimbabwean
all

in 147.^ is imitative

post- 1973

is

danger

make

highly misleading. For one thing,

it

provide scanty information, no dales

and only some of the

artists' last

names

i.ibcl

can

it

McEwen's name
Zimbabw e that

art in

it

otten

artists,

containing representatives

artistic evolution.

It is

vital that the.se

collection

w

ill

is

a

be seen as definitive. The

owners and individual collectors must be encouraged
on an international

^j^(j^

in

more importantly,

it

is

necessary

contemporary developments

Zimbabwean

sculpture, about living

and the new, diverse creative
directions which Zimbabwean art is taking.
artists

This could form part of the role of the planned temporary exhibition
halls of the

Importantly however, the captions do not

world.

that

collections of

their collections accessible to the public

a public,

are applied,

McEwen's

to learn about

this sort will continue.

PI

is

market tor

work of important artists such as Tapfuma
Gutsa, Brighton Sango, Eddie Masaya anil others working in
Zimbabwe today. Until a publication is produced which accurately
discusses the development of art in Zimbabwe, misiiiforiiialion of

to the sculptures

that

scale.

instantly negates the

The captions

a

others.

collections also receive public acknowledgment, othervvi.se there

after

stone sculpture has rocketed in recent years, to dismiss

work produced

is

Tom

such as

Roy Cook and

more comprehensive

.stone sculpture in the

private gallery

and commercially based.

that the international

that there are

of the progress of Zimbabwe's

real

the art world.

"Zimbabwe Sculpture: an International
is made that all stone sculpture produced

assumed

together over years of contact with

arc not familiar

Reputation", the claim

McEwen's

McEwen

also es.sential that

man\ others who ha\e been even more closelv
involved. These individuals also own collections of work, put

to
In the panel titled

is

obliterates the

temporary, the

public

international reputation

it

told, to include individuals

Guthrie. Derek Huggins.

predominates so much of the history of

stone sculpture. This has wider implications concerning the future

of the sculpture and

cannot be omitted,

but essential point regarding this collection

The information panels were compiled rapidly using infonnation
provided by Mrs McEwen and existing publications on tlie subject
w hich perhaps explains the distinct bias in the panels and some
misMitbrmation regarding the development of art in Zimbabwe.

with the history and relationship between

1

Roy

safely be

it

will provide

required that the

on public view almost immediately

existing text will mislead

who

complete narrative be

Bloemfield.

acquired and she was involved in selection of the pieces for display.

Although

the National

it

at the

portrayed as accurately as possible. While

character in the story
Julie

When

published,

when looking at McEwen's own
Museum of Mankind to eventually
publish a book based on McEwen's archives, which will also provide
clearer details on the period of time he spent in Zimbabwe. If
Zimbabwean stone sculpture is to gain international respect in the
world of Western museums and galleries, it is important that its

the pieces predictably describe spiritual subjects and family groups.
is

is

not only essential documentation about the history of the gallery, but

One

notable object

The

to.

collection clearly follows his interest in

new African

Galleries

at

the British

non-commercial environment

Museum,

gain recognition.

are given.

the artists according

Photographs courtesy

of

The

British

to

provide

for these artists to exhibit

Museum.

and

(above) Arthur Azevedo, Morris Bull, 1997, 25.5 x 34 x 19cm, steel
(right)

Arthur Azevedo, Bulh 1997, 13 x 18cm, litho pencil

Of
A

group of schoolboys

another boy w ho

is

is

He

is

from

Mozambique and can"t speak Enghsh yet.
The boys ;ire older except tor one twelve
year old.

A

few strokes and

wrist and the
is

of the

flicks

too familiar hourglass image

all

The older boys smirk

the result.

line

Arthur Azevedo, Zimbabwean metal sculptor extraordinary,
master of line and form, writes about
his experiences with art

gathered around

drawing.

and

life
— not a

thought above the level of their navels! The

twelve year old envies.

As

a schoolboy

I

envied those

who

draw

easily

that

posses.sed that gift and art

I

and

naturally.

taught in the schools

Yet

somehow

my

soul

passion for

1

saved

v\

at

could

did not believe

was not

attended as a child.

as a

worm gnawing

early teens and that

the visceral kick

art;

from looking
art.

there

my

from

I

I

I

in

was a

received

reproductions of works of

m\ pocket money

to buy art

my

great joys

see the Isenheimer altarpiece in

was

We

roamed

picking wild

ground

fruit

to

Colmar

the bush quite freely,

or storing

it

in

holes in the

Our reading book had two
remember vividly. One was

to ripen.

pictures that

books from The Art Picture House in Speke
Avenue. My first ever art book was on
Griinewald and one of

there.

I

r"*"s«
J

F

Millet's

Tlw

Aiigelits, the other

The

Woodcutters, both peasant themes.
describe

how those paintings

something

in

me.

I

I

cannot

stirred

had a hideout

in the

bush

about fifteen years after the purchase of that

off one of the beaten paths. There I'd stand

book, and another seventeen years from then,

on

one of his brutally frank crucifixions

while surveying the scene below

in

Karlsruhe.

Books

me as

the

by those paintings
coursed through my being. Through the

also played a vital role in

schooling was

at

my

my

primary

Martindale near

Makw iro.

This school was run by the Dominican

and

on the kopje

sensations provoked

formative years. Part of

sisters

the lichen-covered rocks

I

was one of the pioneer pupils

trees I'd see
to ride the
farther,

some of my fnends attempting

farm donkeys and

was

the river

where

I

there,

still

and a number

of other boys had caught a dose of bilharzia
while dog-paddling bare-arsed on hot

sumiiicr days. Tlic hideout
especially wiih the
rain,

first

was

a great place

drops of

but they helped

me

to savour

and

and

taste

I

and the immediacy of the sprouting

week. This lasted about

green grass and foliage was akin to the fresh
responses to
rocks.

The

art in the

gangly youth on the

waves danced

heat

emitted their incessant mating

and

call,

These sketches were used for paintings
which clashed off immediately on my

By now
feel

I

return to the seminary at Castel Gandolfo.

illusively

remember

across the plain below, while the cicadas

my

all

the old

men dozing

village cobbler

another kind.

in the

piazza

day long rather than put up with

shrewish daughters-in-law

soul thrilled to thoughts of creativity of

and

at

began

summer

to

draw

in

order to paint. During

vacations as a student

in Italy

my

the

paper kept

in

my

Albano

towards the Capuchin monastery on the
Unfortunately

I

never thought of

keeping the sketches and

cassock pocket. The

I

destroyed the

paintings except for the cooper's pensive

colourful dialect, the distant fields, olive

donkey rendered

.sounds of the Mediterranean welled

within me.

My

backgound

in Portugal.

father

thirty years in

most times

twenties,

—

to paint

an English-speaking country

much

—

I

Ifom

had

lost

I

gave away

Italy

my

when

1

was

in

thing for

me

to

mm

lei

student for)

(i.e.

touch and the yearn

would be a good
know more about the
that

it

I

came

across

father's discarded scrap metal.

the Portuguese immigrants at

Like nearly

all

the time he

was

The

a building contractor.

came

me and

to

grew out of that

the

one related

iiishop.

McHwen

first

metal .sculpture

pile of scrap: the subject, a
to

my

bought

immediate

past.

this piece for the
it

still

might be.

my

waned. The Rectoi of our

seminary thought

me, "Sc

But then by chance one day

some of my

Frank
return

to

blood' as

painter." j

National Gallery where

On my

a

His stories were

didn't help his standard of English

blue which

up

came from such

related in broken English

in

later.

smells and

said to

in "hot

idea of welding the pieces together then

peasants, village folk, the huddled houses,

trees, vines, all the sights, the

immediacy

fosse un sacerdote. sarehhe stato im piltore."

ynu would lune been a

shop and his donkey

trousers, the cooper's

hill.

One day he

months.

five or six

lost the

and execute a painting

were.

it

had already

his pasta pot-belly, the

outside, just before the ascent from

I

roamed around the villages called the
C'aslelli Romani. sketching on .scraps of

I

I

("If you were not a priest

home,

vine trimmer with the orange patch on his
I

technique of academic painting so went to
Gustavo Solimene's studio for a lesson each

feel those places.

summer

I

then began to focus slowly on sculpture.

My

book was A Dictionury of Modern
Id make a piece or two a year,
not more, but by 1969, after two years of
first

Sculpture.

study

at the local

artistic inactivity,

university and of virtual

my work began

to increase

draw or if did
they were thumbnail sketches which formed
in

output. Strangely

in the

I

didn't

I

process of welding the piece. In the

early stages most of the pieces were strongly

suggested by found objects and didn't
require

much

or any drawing.

—

One day Derek Muggins came to visit me
in those days
had a studio. He picked up
1

.some drawings just lying on the fioor,

expressing an interest
that

in

he could have them.

them.

I

told

him

When saw them
I

sculpture.

Those

parts that tend to suggest a

movement of some kind are always curved,
distorted to a point. As a high school student
in Cape Town I could never write an English
essay without illustrating

often with

it.

cartoon-like drawings. In the end
that Sister

How

do

the

think

drawings and sculptures

surface? This

one

I

Malachy despaired of me.

is

a

complex phenomenon but

been of

that has

interest for

some

lime.

Too much introspection is not good, but it's
equally good to know oneself. "Know
yourself was Socrates' maxim. A good
balance between the two perhaps would be a
good

thing.

Emil Nolde. the German expressionist, has a
very interesting saying "Ich

wenn

mag

es

gem

oh es sicli selbst
"I'm thrilled when a picture

ein hiltl iiiissiehl als

genial! hcitte."

{

turns out as though

had painted

it

Note the use of the word

itself")

"surface" in the

Somewhere deep within

previous paragraph.

was encouraged.
Helen, Derek's wife, was instrumental in
helping me to see the relationship between

one's self a host of impressions, images,

drawing and sculpture. Their

the surface

mounted and framed

spurred

me on

I

draw

to

interest

for drawing's sake

and for sculpture's sake. Today
drawing

is

an invaluable aid in

I

find that

my

quest for

ideas and the like are simmering

subconsciously.

One day

they just bubble to

and things happen or come

together and

become

paint on canvas, lines

on paper, and so on. Prior
be

— usually

is.

I

to that there

tend to think

may

— some

sculptural fomi.

fomi of conditioning.

Something must be said too about comics.
Those were good "text books'. Mucklins
Store was situated in the then Manica Road.

For some years I've been toying with the

Diagonally opposite was the Union Bakery

but for

that sold delicious little cales at 3d. each,

been a mental block

especially those chocolate ones with multi-

one.

coloured bits

all

over them.

A

comic or two

of say the Katzenjammer Kids and one or

two of those little cakes would be purchased
and stored in a large suitcase under my bed
for a bedtime read and feed. I consider
comics a formative influence on my work,
albeit

The
is

an unconscious one for

many

years.

cartoonist obviously exaggerates. There

a part of exaggeration

too obvious

—

it

has the

which may not be
ability,

has the

power, to evoke movement. Comics.
taught
I

me

this lesson

have adapted to

my

purpose.

1

don't

believe in straight lines in drawing or

Arthur Azevedo, Equus,
73 X 93 X 22cm, steel
Photographs

of

I

think,

of exaggeration whic

Equus by John

Alsford

subject of horses.
willing to

Many

some reason

My

people have been

commission sculptures of horses
or another there has
to

my

efforts to create

lack of success doesn't

I've given up.

Within

me

I

mean that
number of

spin a

}

reminded of Picasso's "Yo no husco.
I "I do not search. I fnid."

is

many of the new trends.
know why they are called art. My

installations or

encuentro."

don't

my

innovations are rooted in

sometimes.

in

so

I

don't think that any single

is

is

conscious

valid for

is

also involved and

is

For

effort.

or

all

inc. the

drawing

I

Uipcd music of

What

possession

in

to

my

Head of a Horse:
Book of Job: "Do

the quotation from the

horse his mighl?

his neck wilh strength?

Do you

Do you make

clollic

him

leap like a locust? His majestic snorting
terrible.

He paws

in

most of

the flash of horses through the crisp

early

morning

is

work of

the

air as

I

walk along Northend

on Borrowdale Race Course.
time ago

I

suggested the kind of horse

dreaming of

—

I'd

simmering impressions
the exhibition date

to a boil.

was looming

low and behold, one day the pot

By now
when

lid

popped

over There, propped against the wall of

my

workplace was a hint of horse haunch and
hind legs. Equus started to take shape.

One

my

without direction, and

me

left

lack of art theory

my cap as I've learned
my own about sculpture.

a feather in

Enough of paradoxes.

is

worked

As

at.

What do ihnik that have achieved? "The
Coming Together," or. "The beginnings Of

—

arti.st

sleeps, as he sees, hears

all is

conditioned by his nature and

deep

in his

These

the

in fact his

It

.sensations are

subconscious being. At a given

my

creative

more
began

junk, dust, cutting, grinding, and the metal

part of

hair,

my

shoes,

bums and

work

out, the
I

now

about

art history

"square".

I

don't

been

know

to

that

I

including The

ago.

the negative spaces have

my

sculpture.

art

(1981

).

This piece

in

contrast to the other pieces
virtue of

its

being a "closed'

also evokes pathos and deeper

It

which the other sculptures do

One of my
an

Dog

some ways is a
on the show by
feelings

I

become

when

There are times when one feels one's
I've never

the sculptures

to toy with negative spaces three years

piece.

limitations acutely.

Or have

life.

arc

myself an

school or acadeiTiy.

I'd like to

at Delta.

become a
The line has
triumphed. Helen and Derek had the idea of

disappointment of

call

what

like three-dimensional drawings'?

means blood, sweat and tears! In my
case .standing in the heat on rusted piles of

my

this is

Drawing and sculpture seem to have come
together more than at any other stage in my

may sound
also

—

1997 one-man show

point in time they spring to the surface. This
so effortless lut the creation of

I

Hopefully"

...

call

artist'.'

close,

take

I

a strength can be a

school would most likely have

I

Secondly inspiration

one's limitations. Dare

been

in the fact that

culmination.

things don't

the catalyst to get the

comfort

something on

filings in

found a piece that

— no metaphysical

statements, no .social comments. But

is

eyes, the sense of frustration and anger

Some

the

The search may be

call inspiration.

see and react joyfully but not

I

one may

art

and watch the grooms exercising the horses

work.

subconscious below that surfaces into what

inclination to create.
is

and exults

in the valley,

his strength." (Job 39: 19-20); and.
all.

underhne

1989; images of Greek archaic

horses; Braque's sculpted

yoii give the

like to

subconscious, the finding the con.scious

lute

;i

came

first

would

my

profoundly perhaps

weakness, or a weakness a strength. Art

a search to find, so are the other

sensations, be they visual or auditory.

;is

are

not revolutions. I'm not highly imaginative

every time. Hard work

impressions such

They

past.

This perhaps explains how things happen

theory adequately explains

concerto by Vivaldi which

I

limitations'? Perhaps.

not.

prefer to

I

work with themes of joy and movement.

much

or techniques. I'm

don't understand things like

Movement

has

sometimes

battle to

become an obsession and I
make something that
looks still. Movement is bom of line. If a
dot moves it becomes a line. And so maybe
in the final analysis

with

my greatest obsession

Earlier sculptures that

on

relied heavily

were more closed also

They began w ith

line.

lines

an overall fomi which were then

that traced

covered. Progress could only be

was

is

line.

felt that

Metal and

the original 'line'

made

was

if

it

right.

line are not strangers but

compatible bedfellows. Working metal
involves the application of heat. Heat has
the ability of rendering metals into a state of

which makes them flow. What fiows

(lux

follows a

line.

Heat

used lor the

is

One of the
many metals is ductility, the
make them into rods or wires

extraction of metals from ore.
qualities of
ability to
lines, in

my

predilection. Line

Line

is

Line

is life

and

—

other words.

imbuing.

pul.sates.

It

is

my joy.

throbs, thru.sts, prods

Line leaps and dances. Line

aggressive and piercing but also so sinuous

and sensuous. Line
the things
like its

I

want

..

^

the tool for

power of .suggestion

viewer into a
(top) Arthur

is

to say, but

most of

most of

all,

1

to turn the

'seer'.

Azevedo, Hombill, 1997

18 X 18cm, lltho pencil
and above) Arthur Azevedo,
Shove/ B/fd, 1996,

(right

67 X 40 X 24cm, steel

To observe is lo nn iiiiiul more of
scientific phenomenon. The word
better

still,

"seer",

a
'see', or

implies a visionary

is

/
creation in fact. This

element, something beyond mere physical

The viewer

sight.

being

invited to share in the

is

at

expenences

artist's vision.

was

Afrikaner

I

make me

from a respectful distance

a child,

though. At the age of about four or

mother took

me

to Tete in

Mozambique

While

me

time drove a truck that

at that

had no doors.

remember how he drove

I

was

bitten

time before

we came.

I

went

pups but the mother didn't

message and took

some

to play

like this.

my heels

to

bitten

by a dog. Suffice

with the
I

got the

it

a healthy regard for animals and

to say,
I

its

feel

instead of by

in Cape Town I felt a stirring within
become a priest. In my youthful

were the legends about

the WolfofGiibbio.

I

did not

become

the

asserts, but

and often

is

he

the greatest predator of

preys on any and everything.

The Bible gave me

from

the train, the eye travels

to the

me from my

beautiful chapter

animals

all

many passages

childhood. Job 39

that
is

a

about animals. African

like the ostrich

in this chapter.

town on the

hill,

poetry.

who

The bus makes

its

up

a

gently

is

often wrote their oracles in

They were close

to the soil

and have

the ancient gnarled and arthritic olive trees,

now silvery in the shimmering
summer morning. The town walls

to explain

is

difficult

beyond a few words. I'm

extent.

Since I've been working

themes

I've

become

in

this

animal

a lot less talkative.

at

experience: standing by the

eventide.

begins to grow

still.

The

No

rest

of the world

shrieking gulls, no

bronzed bathers to break the silence. Just

and powerfully

controlled roar from the deep that seems to
surface and dissipate into, yet at the
the cooling evening

same

A

time

heat of a

thunderous silence, the gentle lapping of the

across the skyline.

The whole scene

imbued with an aura of peace I have never
felt as deeply anywhere else. Good fortune
also brought me to Rieti where St Francis
testimony of
nature.
slept

The

first crib.

how

This place

is

a

was to
spot where he

close Francis

friars point to the

on the bare ground.

Chesterton's short

poem The Donkey

with

its

"monstrous head and sickening cry and ears
like

errant wings" has also been a source of

inspiration.

The poet seems

to

have crept

about plants and the seasons, the whole of

become

a philosopher

— one notes

its

fill,

waves. So too,

in its

own

air.

small way,

is

the

deep within me, ever present waking or

is

under the donkey's skin. The donkey has

Photographs of Shovel Bird and
Hyena by Barbara Murray

me

it

their leaves

equally beautiful and stirring things to say

Arthur Azevedo, Hyena,
1997, 55 X 65 X 20.5cm, steel

vei^ important, and the loving

is

that profound, majestic

way among

and the hippo feature

The imagery of the Book

powerful especially as enunciated by the
prophets

sky.

inaugurated the

a great feeling for

creation. There are so
stirred

all

for

seashore

and the Sagro Convento sprawl horizontally

not guided by any rules save that

Man

of gain.

is

arcltilect"

look leads to deeper insight. Most of this

An awesome

One of my great joys was to
number of occasions. On

Assisi on a

Umbrian

is at

a

Franciscan but the insights of Francis in'o

and a very

Man

an

the beauty and joy of creation remain a

winding road

pinnacle of creation, so the eighth psalm

to

an insight into

even surprised to have verbalised to

their rightful place in creation

laws of

am

try to gain

I

Francis Preaching to the Birds or St Francis

basking under the cerulean blue of an

their turf is encroached.

Similarly

we have

non-verbal in form which makes

in the Little

alighting

They live by the innate
They try to strike back when

what we do, "7

to state

If

gathering our habit

Flowers of St Francis. My
aesthetic soul was roused by pictures of St

him

have

it is.

is

etc.

are.

at a

Looking

a joy to read, so

They have

instinct.

what they

animals by watching what they do mainly.

visit

don't

way of

a special attraction. His Canticle to the Sun

time

I

People have an interesting

identifying themselves by what they do

it.

exactly 'freak out' over them.

important one

The

description of the land.

close to the soil too and can

fascination.

first

eyes that look

its

so pensive.

idealism, the life of St Francis of Assisi held

and

with the

mother following me. That was the

was

I

by a dog. The people we stayed

with had a bitch that had given birth

I

fever,

to

was

the

truck onto the pontoon and the trip across the

Zambezi. Apart from having a raging

soulful accepting patience;

introduce ourselves

where she originally came from.
travelled there with Senhor Monteiro do

who

is

my

of joy was in

a teenager the best

my

five,

We

Barros

As

had of the Afnkaans language

1

were through

Animals have always interested me since

hymn

an early age.

sleeping, the deep that surfaces and calls to

being, the

wind

in

plough the seas of

my

sails as

creativity.

I

The importance

of

claiming indigenous
art history
Murray McCartney reviews Art in Namibia by Adelheid Lilienthal,
published in 1997 by The National Art Gallery of Namibia

Namibia
its

is

a land better

economic

known

for

litigious political history than

its

The harsh environment and

visual arts culture.

lack of obvious

potential initially inhibited British and South African

annexation, and

it

was

German

left to

missions, established

In the

1840s, to provided a continuing link to Bismarck's formal
acquisition of the territory (minus Walvis Bay. which the British had

taken six years earlier)

marked by

unrest,

rebellions,

and

divested

in

The German

1884.

after

World War

Germany of

its

1.

colonial period

1W4 Nama

most notably the

when

was

and Herero

the Treaty of Versailles

colonial empire, the League of Nations

granted South Africa a formal mandate to administer the country as
part of the Union.

r^.-^ "'£i'.,^?^r!Br'ii*^^5S^-^.Jvfe'.

The mandate was renewed by
antagonistic country on

its

UN

the

the prospect of decolonisation,

following World

its

voted to terminate South Africa's mandate, and

this turbulent

background, and

the

ils

first

John Muafangejo (1943-1987), Zululand. 1974,
683cm, linocut

overseas exhibition

(right)

Muafangejo died

460

that

"John

'.v

an

there portray

1

6

(above) Adolph Jentsch (1888-1977), Brown Landscape,
1965, 29.5 X 47.5cm, watercolour on paper

people

tite

in that

exception.

He

in

is in

more years of

independence

m

1987.

international reputation

London

A

year

m

1990.

in

knew anything of its

name of John Muafangejo. whose

him an

linocuts had earned

1972 finally

after se\eral

Until that time, few people outside the country

beyond

in

illegal.

violence and negotiation. Nanubia gained

visual arts

in the

Unued Nations General Assembly

declared the South African occupation

Against

but

sovereignty to Namibia

194y. giving the country's white population representation

Pretoria parliament. In 1966 the

X

II.

doorstep, prompted the South African

Nationalist regime to unilaterally extend
in

War

and of having yet another

celebrated

folUming

their

1969.

later.

Olga Levinson would write
in Namibia. Most artists

even' aspect unique

landscape, wiUllife

and occasionally

the indif-eitotis

order ofprefererce. John was the important

niis

primarily

c

oncerned with the estate of man

..."'

Living in a country torn by war and discrimination. Muafangejo
protested that

it

was

the world, rather than himself, that

political; that his subjects

was

The

were "innocent hisloiy". Muafangejo's

may

odd

is

that the aspic

worthy

less

in the relatively

fly.

It is

of

a risk worth

unsung context of

Orde Levinson's handsomelyproduced and comprehensive Catalogue Raisonne of Muafangejo's
Namibia's visual

admirably unrhetorical account of Namibia 's battle for
independence. Along the way. like Michelangelo for the

work has been

Roman

artists.

actively helped his people in their

Far from assuring their congregations that the meek
would inherit the earth, yet doing nothing to ensure it. the Anglican
and Lutheran clergymen took sides."-

Until now,

the only widely available English-language text;

Adelheid Lilienthal's Art

Catholic Popes, but perhaps with greater justification, [he]

who

trap the

takmg. however, especially

greatest achievement, however, suggests Pat Gilmour, "is Ins

immortalised the clergymen

such assertiveness

risk inherent in

historiography

in

Namibia

is

a most

welcome

addition to

the canon.

struggle.

As

and the pennanent collection of the
If

Muafangejo's singularity and individualism allowed the
ascend

his official popularity to

star of

South Africa, his cultural colleagues

in the latter

(irritatingly

and unnecessarily abbreviated

throughout). Although an appendix

minority-ruled Namibia and

in

exhibitions in the 1980s attempted to change things.

by Ricky Burnett

in

1983, broke

all

The

first.

artists

which, although often

known and bought by

— had been ignored

marginalised in museums.

One

collectors

in official histories

about art

going to

Arnold has done a similar service

in

It

would

had been spelled out a

little

clearly.

an appeal to the archives of the Rhenish Missionary Society

and no one writing
ignore them again."' Marion
her recently published

Women

It is

a pity, too, in terms of historical

neither the

Germany

book nor

for

the collections on

one or two examples of

in

his sketches.

Aside from these small quibbles (and the nagging question of

whether Hester Heroldt van Schouwenburg can simultaneously carry
her husband's name and be catalogued, alphabetically, under her own
...). Lilienthal has done an admirable job
sweep of her country's art.

and Art in South Africa "7 brought back to visibility women who
had been forgotten or rendered invisible ... I want our histoiy to be
available to my students and my fellow women artists. I am tired of

The book's

referring them to the rest of the world."^

Artists,

:

the rationale for this

and

of the researchers. Lesley Spiro.

into South African art histoiy

in the future is

more

if

—

argued that "the real contribution of the show is that we have found
these artists and have put them on the walls and documented them.

We have put them

being

symmetry if nothing else, that
which it is based contains any
reference to the first of Namibia's white artists, the Norwegian
missionary Heinrich Knudsen who arrived in the country in 1841
and spent ten years there. The National Art Gallery might consider

to 'fine art" the sort of

both white and black

artists as

the rules

work which had previously been
dismissed as mere craft, or categorised as transitional. The second.
The Neglected Tradition, curated by Steven Sack for the
Johannesburg Art Gallery in 1988. sought out the work of black
by elevating

to "Perm. Coll.'
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the text; a further 19 "un-collected' artists are also featured.

have been helpful

Tributaries, organised

lists

represented in these collections, only 81 of them receive attention in

country were

neither so visible nor so fortunate.

Two

book grew out of a
Namibian government
National Art Gallery of Namibia

the author says in her introductory Note, the

desire to catalogue the art collection of the

es.says.

in

introducing us to the

on Ancient Rock Art, Landscape and Wildlife

New Trends,

and Traditional Transitions, are more sketch

I

7

(above) Thomas Baines (1820-1875), Christmas Lunch in
the Naariep Desert near Walvis Bay. Coolied and Eaten
in 20 minutes, 1864, 410 x 670cm, oil
(below) Fritz

Krampe

1245 x1023cm,

oil

(1913-1966), Gorilla, undated,

than scholarship, but

if their

generahsation, they do

which

to

brevity encourages the occasional

at least offer a

useful

contemplate the hundred or so

framework within

artists

and

their works.

The biographical entries which form the meat of the book are
presented in two categories, the first of which covers 29 landscape
and wildlife

whom,
The

artists,

whom are now dead,
bom in Germany.

most of

and over half of

not surprisingly, were

earliest painting

reproduced

of the non-German, non-African
lyrical title,

Christmas Lunch

Cooked and Eaten

in

in the

book comes from

Thomas

the brush

Baines, and bears the

Naariep Desert near Walvis Bay.

in the

20 Minutes. The accompanying

text speaks of

"the accurate description of the indigenous people in their

picturesque costumes", but the painting appears to show Baines

himself as the picturesque dresser, in ballooning
boater, while the indigenous

woman

shirt

and white

attracting his attention

is

nciked

except for a beaded headband.

Two

of the most influential

artists

of the

Ossmann and Adolf Jentsch, were
Namibia

settler period,

bom when

Carl

Baines was

came from Dresden, Ossmann

painting his Christmas lunch. Both
arriving in

German

not even

as a 30-year old publisher's illustrator in 1913,

Jentsch 25 years
in

later, after he had already established his reputation
Germany. Ossmann, staring out under hooded brows from the page

of the book, looks uncannily like his literary contemporary,

Hemian

Hesse, and his subdued, almost impressionist Khomashochland even
carries a mild

echo of one or two of Hesse's own paintings.

Krampe was bom in Berlin on the eve of World War I and
Windhoek in 1951. Fascinated by large animals since his
childhood encounters with an Indian elephant in Berlin Zoo (and
Fritz

settled in

with tragic irony killed by one during a
his

visit to

India in 1966), he set

eye on big game. "Not for him," wrote Olga Levinson, "the soft

romantic pink and blue mountains,
and decorative studies ofgatne."^

The romance and postcards

slip

the picture-postcard yellow veld

away almost completely when

Lilienthal takes us into her section

on contemporary

artists.

Almost,

but not quite: the multi-award-winning press photographer Dirk

Heinrich
artists,

sounds

may

but the

in this

BUuk Rhino

— which looks exactly

— would

gallery wall.
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pantheon of Naniibian

well warrant his place

surely be

at Sunset

more

at

home on

as

it

a glossy calendar than a

/

(above left) Francois de Necker, Untitled, 1992,
1230 X 1665cm, oil

Elsewhere, the selection of contemporary

youth of independent Namibia

in

artists reflects the relative

offenng a bizarre cocktail of

national origins and cultural affiliations. Nearly two-thirds of the

white, and less than a quarter of these were

(above right) Joseph Madisia, African Rhiythms, 1985,
467 X 355cm, silkscreen

country.

(below) Ervast Mtota, Bar Scene,

Jo Rogge, for instance, each of

artists are

The

selection

is

teachers from South Africa
1

994,

1240 X 750cm, acrylic

in the

— Kay Cowley, Francois de Necker and
whom has

also participated in either

Pachipamwe or Mbile Workshops.

the

Of the home-boys, Muafangejo obviously dominates
Photographs courtesy of National Gallery of Art (Namibia)

bom

also witness to an influx of talented

(although the

omission of his Rorke's Drift contemporary, Azaria Mbatha,

is

a

mystery), and Joseph Madisia and Ervast Mtota are well represented,
the latter's

Bar Scene looking

Mufakose by

a

BAT

as if

it

might have been done

graduate from Harare.

One

in

last quibble.

Of the

seven reproductions of Muafangejo's linocuts, six inside the book

and one on the front cover, none

is

accompanied by

the precise

details given in Levinson's definitive catalogue, mistakes

been made

in

capitalisation

Art
its

and wording of

Namibia

in

having

both the dimensions of the works, and the

is

a

their titles.

most valuable resource

in

an ill-served

field,

and

compilation, design, production quality and funding (principally

from

the Spanish

Government and

the

European Community) could

serve as models for others to follow.

Notes:
1.

The Life and Art of John Muafangejo. in: Levinson, Orde. / Was
Lonehness: The Complete Graphic Worlds of John Muafangejo. Cape

Town:

Stniik, 1992 [p.307]

2.

On

3.

Quoted

not being a political artist
in:

.... Ibid,

[p.3 19]

Art sliow fulfils a five-year objective, by Barry Ronge (Sunday

Times Metro. 27 November 1988)
4. Letter to the Editor

of The Zimbabwean Review. Vol.3 No.4 October-

December 1997
5.

The historical development of art in Namibia, in: Levinson, Orde, / Was
Lonehness: The Complete Graphic Works of John Muafangejo. Cape
Town: Struik, 1992 [p. 340]
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,

months the art
world and the press have
In

recent

been wild with reaction to
an exhibition, at London's
Royal Academy,
of work by young British
artists.

Margaret Garlake shares

her views

Fiona Rae, Untitled (Sky Shout), 1997,
274.3 X 243.8cm. oil and acrylic on canvas
(leH)

Damien Hirst, Isolated Elements Swimming in the
Direction for the Purpose of Understanding. 1 991
183 X 274 X 30.5cm, MDF, melamine, wood, steel, glass,
perspex cases, fish, 5% formaldehyde solution

(right)

Same

20

As
is

a preliminary, a few essential facts: this gp'atly hyped exhibition

drawn

from the Saatchi Collection, of which

entirely

small part; Charles Saatchi
his holding

made

when

hastily organised
is

it

is

it is

anomalous

private collections;

a blockbuster

appallingly badly hung;

a very

Anthony Caro To a far greater extent than those earlier artists, the
work of the cuti n young Brits is replete with historical references.

a few last-niipute purchases so that

might appear more rounded;

Academy, which seldom shows

is

it

it is

from Germany

only sensational

at the

a

fell

Royal

through;

in the vulgarity

room of Sensation, Damien Hirst's shark floats gently in
now sadly uru-eal, crudely patched on one flank. Its
title is altogether more enduring: The Physical Impossibility af Death
in the Mind of Someone Living is worthy of the concerns of an
Enlightenment philosopher. Around the shark hangs a series of
imposing horse portraits by Mark Wallinger who has, in other
contexts, shown hirt\self to be an artist as socially engaged as that
In the first

formaldehyde,

filler,
it

of

Academy's presentation (the issue of a press release long before
announce that it woiild include a portrait of the childmurderer, Myra Hindley, whose parole is currently under discussion,
plus the ludicrous labelling of one room as unsuitable for under18s); the phenomenon (Saatchi plus young British artists) has been
interminably analysed while the work remains undiscussed.
the

the opening to

other great Jiorse portraitist in the 18th century, namely George

Stubbs.

own
Unfashionably,

I

havefound

support structure.

It is

accessible

its

— than

a great

into the

back of

blood.

(It is

own

this

room

Marc Quinn's
many pints of his
From the front it
is

head, containing

permanently refrigerated.)

resembles an ancient, flaking bronze; from the side

work more interesting than its
and more
deal more diverse

the

Crammed

celebrated Self, a cast of his

—

cling-film round a joint.

popular reputation (produced by a maverick

group of young anarchists/nihilists) suggests. Nor is the critical
success of the artists unprecedented: both m the 1950s and 1960s

when

death-niasks were

looks like

rt

returns us to a time before.photography

commonplace

indicators of a

compulsion

to

defy mortality.

groups of apparently incomprehensible

These three

eventually to solidly enshrined status.

room suggests

artists leapt to fame and
They include Reg Butler and

It

artists are

that the

heavyweights whose presence

Academy

:^

>

is

in the first

incorporating them, as

is

the fate

\

.r;«:s^3;.::'-Ri=*.

^.
^kVa4*J%«UHMi>'

^

m

>9m
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of all successful avant-gardes,

academic

living

point. Hirst's

in

order to assert the dominance of a

work punctuates

the show.

There are a

An

formaldehyde, some sectioned, others not.

most poignant, proclaiming the

the

To underline

tradition over sensationalism

pathos that sheep

command. The

the

of beasts in

lot

unmodified sheep

is

inevitability of death with all the

collection of specimens, like the

collection of objects, from medicine to fish, that

fill

his cabinets has

the serene orderliness of the dissector, the Linnaean classifier

seeking to codify knowledge.

Rachel Whiteread, another heavyweight,

Her Unlilled (Bath),

almost as prominent as

is

like

smooth as marble, is
immense Roman sarcophagi. It alludes,
so much of her work, to human absence, the frailty of the past

and

its

Hirst.

a plaster cast as

extraordinarily evocative of

remainders, so often presented to us

of plaster casts. Whiteread's work
is

alien to

many of her

is

museums

in

form

in the

visually beguiling in a

way

that

One Hundred Spaces is a large
beneath chairs and tables, made of

colleagues.

group of casts of the voids

translucent resin in lilacs, blues, greens, yellows: blocks of colour

which question the nature and purpose of the

art

— and

object

provide a very affirmative answer.

There

is

an almost pictorial pleasure to be gained from this piece, a

pleasure vigorously denied by

many of the

paintings in the show.

Gary Hume and Richard Patterson both use paint as an all-over
smooth skin, an impermeable surface which denies any engagement
with the subject and thus reduces

it

Formally, the echoes

to banality.

Pop Art, but Pop was obs.sessed with a high capitalist
consumer culture, rather than with the medium. Nor is the result any
more interesting when the paint is trowelled on by Marcus Harvey,
are of

also

much

to place

in

evidence. This

all

seems

an immense weight on the

limits, this is

to suggest that if the point is

medium and

most honestly done by an abstract

stretch

it

to

its

Simon

artist.

Gallery's canvases are covered with thin, quavering parallel lines of
colour;
ba.sed

Mark Francis

on microscopic

paints small circles of velvety black
cellular structures.

Both

artists

which are

speak

eloquently of the capacity of paint to suggest enigmas that are

beyond

the limits of ordinary experience (like old-time astronomers)

yet within a range of recognisable intellectual aspiration that

is

conclusively denied by the pursuit of banality.

The bodies of animals, resin, plaster, paint: all are emphasised
physical phenomena and
sometimes
transformed into

—

something
fried

that transcends the material.

—

as

Sarah Lucas arranged two

eggs and a kebab on a table to suggest a highly sexualised

female body,

in a reprise

of the surrealist object.

Mona Hatoum,
own larynx

echoing a painting by Magritte, projected a video of her
onto a dinner plate, on a nicely laid table, and called

Wit transforms;
list

literalness often fails, as with

of names, embroidered inside a small tent and

Have Ever

it

Deep

Throat.

Tracey Emin's longish
fitled

Everyone

I

Slept With 1963-95.

So Sensation

mixed bag of the famous and the less famous,
Academy's absurd
presentation. It is easy to forget that Freeze, the show that initiated
the Young British Artists phenomenon, was nearly ten years ago.
The artists are, in large part, unassailably instated. So why the hype?
is

a

united in the disservice done to them by the

It's

a marketing opportunity like nothing since

Pop

Art,

What's

new?

Rachel Whiteread, Untitled (Bath), 1990,
103 X 105.5 X 209.5cni, plaster and glass

(top)

(above) Richard Patterson, Blue Minotaur, 1996,
208 X 312.4cm, oil on canvas
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All

photos courtesy

of the

Royal

Academy

of Arts.

Gareth Fletcher, Untitled - Jacket 1, 1997,
1565 X 1065cm, jacket, acrylic/oil on plywood

Recently graduated
from Michaelis School
of Fine Arts in Cape Town, ^^^7^
^'^
Gareth ^letcher enjoys
surprising his audience.

Constanze Schmidt
investigates

F

[L]

N G

ET C
Two old men

are walking through First

Street, Harare.
their

^

walking

Stooped low and clutching

sticks, they stop

shop windows, peer

and gaze

people, ogle the

at

buildings they are passing. Obviously,

been a very long time since they were
town. People

at

new
it

has

last in

Ihem: some of

in turn stare at

them amused, others irritated by the pair.
Both men are wearing fibreglass masks,
underneath which sweat is dripping from

young
to see

They

faces.

how

are out on an excursion

their fellow

humans

will react to

such an experiment. Gareth Fletcher, one of
the two. argues that satire

aspect of his

an important

is

art.

Seeing the reactions on peoples' faces,
hearing the chuckles of bystanders during
the recent street performance or watching

guests squeezing their eyes
his recent solo exhibition.

Adventures

him

a very

Maybe

it

is

in

3-D,

at

at the

works on

Robust

Delta Gallery,

is

for

important part of his work.

partly this search for direct

reaction which repeatedly drives Fletcher

towards the theatre. Having worked as a
stage designer (and as a tree) with a Russian

puppeteering company for over a year in

South Africa, he has developed a preference
for inmiediate interaction with the audience.
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(above) Gareth Fletcher, Chair
1997, 1565
oil,

(right)

Gareth Fletcher, Chair

6,

acrylic

on masonite

No

1997, 1065 X 1565cm, wood,

oil,

acrylic

(above

on plywood

right)

Gareth Fletcher,

Lamp, 1997, 95
metal

24

x1065cm,

A/0. 5,

wood,

x 61 x

61cm,

/
Back

Harare, despite a tight exhibition agenda,

in

hf;

seems

to

be

longing for just such interaction hence his involver.ient with local
theatre

and dance companies, such as Tumbuka.

fn their recent

Have Mouth Will Argue, he constructed a stage
Tumbuka using eight mixed-media sculptures which added

set for

production.

significantly to the impact to Neville Campbell's

also on

show

at Delta,

many people

the

Zimbabwe Association

Art Critics

is

meeting on the

of

Monday

last

month at the Bookcafe, upstairs at
Avenue shopping centre. Everyone is
welcome to discuss art. criticism, problems

of every
Fife

with editors, rates of pay. current events in

music and

choreography and the dancers" performance. These mysterious
sculptures or 'totem-poles", as

ZAAC.

perceived them, were

placed around the amphitheatre. With a

the local art scene, as well as to enjoy a

drink and a chat. For information on

phone 861

ZAAC

195.

seemingly endless stream of people circling them and snaking
through them, and Campbell's music looping

in the

background,

The Bookcafe

has a range of other

they created an awe-inspiring atmosphere that hushed the usual

activities related to the arts

clamour of exhibition openings.

readings,

on Saturday afternoons

stories, jazz

At the same vemissage there were several simple motifs handled
in

unusual ways. For example, chairs were depicted

3D: paintings, sculptural paintings and sculpture

bits

of chairs and perspective

—

whatever your perspective

may

udience' using

the former being fixed

which completed the

to the actual painting

';

or vice versa,

latter,

This intriguing distortion of

be.

planes and use and abuse of perspective earned Fletcher the

"Master of the Dimensions"

To me.

work

the

in a critique in

mathematician

who

He

prefers to see his art in

its

own

Fletcher

is flat".

right,

793182/792551.

Tlie

SADC Visual

maintaining

Windhoek, Namibia, from

is

an example of
.set

A

this effect.

an from

Its

state for quite

some

is

fixed

unstable

equilibrium catches the viewer off-guard and leaves him

in this

Perhaps the conflicting vanishing points

time.

are eventually located but what remains in either case

is

a

chairs.

Similarly mind-boggling pieces with less linear objects such as

You

as well as

many

smaller exhibitions of art and crafts for sale.

through January

will continue

Gallery Delta, followed

at

their annual Students and Young Artists
Show and in March an exhibition of
Zimbabwean Graphics.

by

moved, with

Zimbabwean

collection

its

art

including

work by ZephaniaTshuma and Tapfuma
Gutsa. to new premises at 14 Maasdorp
Avenue. Alexandra Park. Harare. Phone:

744618

are forced to question your

In February.

Kwangare

Peter

with examples of body

proved

You wonder where
same colour seems

and other unusual events.

Fletcher started to paint his picture, since the

and

Bulelwa Madekurozwa will be exhibiting
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